What’s On
Sept–Oct 2022

Reopening 10 May

Opening Soon
First Fragments: Biblical Papyrus
from Roman Egypt
28 October 2022 – 3 September 2023
The fragmentary remains of early biblical
papyrus books offer a unique glimpse into the
beliefs and practices of past communities.
Opening at the Chester Beatty on 28 October
2022, First Fragments: Biblical Papyrus from
Roman Egypt will focus on the internationally
important manuscripts known as the Chester
Beatty Biblical Papyri. Dating from the 2nd to
4th century CE, these ancient pages reveal a
world of book production and early Christian
scholarship in Roman Egypt.

pottery used for writing), illuminated Coptic
manuscript pages and loans from the National
Museum of Ireland.
The fully-illustrated catalogue capturing the
latest scholarship on these works will be
available from the Gift Shop, onsite and online.
A programme of public events for all ages and
a Wednesday-evening hybrid lecture series
complements the exhibition.
Find out more

Featuring over seventy objects from Roman
Egypt, this exhibition includes pages from some
of the earliest surviving biblical papyrus books.
These literary texts are complemented by
examples of some of the earliest surviving
Coptic bindings, fragments of documentary and
ephemeral texts including ostraca (pieces of
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Bifolio from Paul’s Letter
to the Romans
Egypt, c. 200 CE
CBL BP II, ff. 15 & 90

Binding Workshop
A Multi-Quire Papyrus Codex
(CBL BP XXI)
21–25 November 2022
The Chester Beatty has an internationally
important collection of manuscripts known as
the Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri. Dating from
the 2nd to 4th century CE, these ancient pages
reveal a world of book production and early
Christian scholarship in Roman Egypt.
This five-day practical workshop will introduce
participants to a rare example of a multi-quire
papyrus codex using direct observation of
Chester Beatty collection items. Participants
will make a model of CBL BP XXI, a fourth
century CE codex that survives with its binding.
€350 (inclusive of all necessary materials).
Please note the deadline for applications is
16 September.
Further details and application form here
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Blank quire from a Greek
Grammar and Graeco-Latin
Lexicon
Egypt, 300-400 CE
CBL BP XXI.D

On Display

A Monk’s Tale: The Deeds of
Zoga Shonin
Until 20 November 2022

Reciting the Lotus Sutra
Detail from Scroll 2 of the
Deeds of Zōga Shōnin
Japan, 1711
CBL J 1130.2

The story of the life of the Buddhist monk Zōga
(917–1003) has been told in manuscript, print
and paintings. Relaying the miracles and marvels
of Zōga’s biography, these works also reveal
the devotion behind his more eye-catching
activities.
A special in-focus exhibition in our Arts of the
Book gallery celebrates the completion of a
major project to conserve the Chester Beatty’s
Zōga Shōnin scrolls. This three-year project,
undertaken by conservators at Restorient
Studio, Leiden, was made possible with the
generous support of Japan’s Sumitomo
Foundation.
Find out more

Zōga receives the precepts
Detail from Scroll 1 of the
Deeds of Zōga Shōnin
Japan, 1711
CBL J 1130.1
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Live Talk

Professor Finbarr Barry Flood
Monday 26 September, 3pm
Chester Beatty Lecture Theatre

Late Antique and Byzantine Series, School of
Art History and Cultural Policy, UCD
Among the most enigmatic objects from the
medieval Islamic world are a class of metal
vessels known as magic-medicinal bowls.
The engravings on the bowls combine Qur’anic
verses, esoteric scripts, efficacious symbols,
and figurative imagery. Often engraved under
the sign of auspicious planetary conjunctions,
the bowls were filled with liquids which
absorbed the force of the engravings before
being ingested or applied to the body to cure a
wide range of ailments and illnesses. Blurring
the boundaries between medicine, magic,
and piety, they combine a range of ancient
knowledge systems with more specifically
Islamic theories of prophylaxis made available
in object form.
This lecture focuses on what is perhaps the
most spectacular example of the genre, a silver
inlaid brass bowl now in the Musée du Louvre.
The bowl was produced in Egypt or Syria in the
fourteenth century. According to its inscriptions,
it preserves esoteric knowledge associated

Photo: ©Maurice Weiss

From Solomon’s Library to the Louvre:
Genealogies of an Islamic MagicMedicinal Bowl

with the prophetking Solomon/
Sulaiman,
transmitted down
the ages. Moreover,
its inscriptions
evoke miracles
associated with
Moses, while also
preserving and
transmitting forms of esoteric imagery that
may be ultimately rooted in pharaonic Egypt.
The lecture will outline the complexities of this
remarkable object and discuss their implications.
Finbarr Barry Flood is Director of Silsila: Center
for Material Histories and William R. Kenan, Jr.,
Professor of the Humanities at the Institute of
Fine Arts and Department of Art History, New
York University. Recent work includes
Technologies de dévotion dans les arts de l’islam:
pèlerins, reliques, copies (Musée du Louvre/
Hazan, 2019) and Archives of Flotsam – Objects
and Early Globalism, co-written with Beate
Fricke, University of Bern, which will be
published by Princeton University Press. He is in
the final stages of a long-term book project,
provisionally entitled Islam and Image: Contested
Histories, which formed the basis of the Slade
Lectures, delivered at the University of Oxford
in spring 2019.
Find out more
Solomon and his jinn
Chromolithograph
North Africa
Speaker’s collection

Magic-medicinal
bowl
Brass with silver inlay
Syria, 1200-1400
Louvre MAO425
©2019 Musée du
Louvre/Hervé
Lewandowski
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Become a Friend of
the Chester Beatty
Discover manuscripts, miniature
paintings, prints, drawings, rare books,
and decorative arts in this amazing
Collection. The Chester Beatty
captures much of the richness of
human creative expression from about
2700 BC to the present day. Those
who share a love of this splendid
Collection and an appreciation of
world cultures can follow in Chester
Beatty’s footsteps by joining our
Friends Membership Programme.

Exclusive Range of Benefits
• Exclusive Friends Events: enjoy special
evenings, lectures and trips abroad
• Special Friends discount in the
Silk Road Café and Shop
• Friends Newsletter
• Invitation to the Annual Lecture

Membership starts from €65.
Learn more about our Friends programme;
please visit our website at:
https://chesterbeatty.ie/support/friends-membership/
Email us at friends@cbl.ie or
call 01 407 0759
Lovers Osome and Hisamatsu (detail)
From Mirror of beauties in jōruri roles
Ichirakutei Eisui
Japan, c. 1795
CBL J 2497

September
Online and Onsite

We are re-introducing more events onsite
while continuing an online presence.
Events are listed below with an online/
onsite indication at the head of each entry.

Onsite Highlights Tours

Wednesdays at 5.30pm, Saturdays at 11am,
and Sundays at 3pm
Join one of our experienced tour guides for a
walk through the galleries to explore some of the
highlights and stories in the collection. Limited
to 15 participants. Free, no booking required.

Onsite Conversations on Art
Dementia-Friendly Tour

Thursday 8 September, 12 noon
The Chester Beatty is pleased to offer tours
specially designed for people living with
dementia and their loved ones. Enjoy an
afternoon of conversations on art and a tour
of our beautiful collections. Limited to 10
participants per tour. Free, booking required.
Please call Justyna on 01 407 0772 for more
information.
Register here

Onsite Drop-in Drawing Session

Sunday 11 September, 1-2.30pm
Learn drawing techniques, including line
drawing, shading, perspective and decoration
during these relaxed and informal sessions
with Roxana Manouchehri. Materials provided,
but please feel free to bring your own.
Suitable for adults and teens. Limited to
20 participants. Free, no booking required.
Draw

Dublin City Culture Club –
Onsite Tour
Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri

Wednesday 7 September, 4.30pm
Dated to the 3rd century, the Chester Beatty
Biblical Papyri include some of the earliest
surviving copies of New Testament books. Join
Diana Delia and learn about the
discovery of these texts, papyrus and codex
manufacturing processes, the circumstances
that led to the translation of biblical Hebrew
books into Greek, and how the papyri reflect
early Christian practices during the first three
centuries CE. Limited to 15 participants.
Free, booking required.
Register here
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Onsite Wellbeing
Qigong at the Rooftop Garden

Saturday 17 September, 12 noon
Qigong is a traditional Chinese form of
meditation coordinating slow flowing
movement, deep rhythmic breathing, and
a calm state of mind. Join us for a gentle
practice outdoors (weather permitting)
or indoors with a view of the roof garden.
Suitable for all ages. Limited to 20
participants. Free, no booking required.
Breathe

September
Onsite Creative Lab for Teens
Art and Wellbeing

Saturday 17 September, 2-4pm
Art-looking and art-making are wonderful
tools that helps us focus on ‘the here and
now’. These are free and creative outlets
through which we can express ourselves,
relax and, achieve inner-peace. This session
with art therapist Andrea Claire Plunkett will
focus on slow art practices, including silent
sketching and other fun activities selected
to promote wellness and self-expression.
Suitable for teens aged 12-15. Limited to
15 participants. Free, booking required.
Register here

Storytelling: Fables from Japan

Friday 23 September, 4.30pm
Come along and discover the fantastic world
of Japanese folk tales. Watch Aoi Sasaki and
Sachiko Tanaka recount stories of brave
heroes, scary ogres, and wise animals.
In Japanese and English. Limited to 25
participants. Free, no booking required.
Suitable for all ages but children must be
accompanied by a parent or guardian.

Drop-in Origami Workshop

Friday 23 September, 5pm
Join Sachiko Tanaka and Aoi Sasaki to explore
the art of paper-folding. Get ready to have fun,
be creative and feel inspired by this Japanese
art form. Limited to 20 participants. Free, no
booking required. Suitable for all ages but
children must be accompanied by a parent
or guardian.

Culture Night at the Chester Beatty

Friday 23 September, 4.30pm-10pm
Enjoy a late-night viewing of the Chester
Beatty’s exceptional treasures on Culture
Night. Listen to live music with the Edel
Meade Jazz Trio (7pm-7.45pm and 8.15pm9pm). Take a free guided tour (6.30pm for the
family tour; 7.30pm and 8.30pm for general
public tours), avail of a storytelling (4.30pm),
or a drop-in workshop (5pm and 5.30pm).
The Silk Road Café and our Gift Shop will
remain open.
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Drop-in Sketchbook Workshop

Friday 23 September, 5.30pm
Come along to this drop-in workshop for all
ages with Megan Scott. Inspired by books
from the Chester Beatty’s collection, why not
make a unique journal to draw and note your
observations from Culture Night? Limited to
20 participants. Free, no booking required.
Suitable for all ages but children must be
accompanied by a parent or guardian.

September
Gallery Tour for Families

Friday 23 September, 6.30pm
Discover the exhibitions in the Chester
Beatty with our guide who will take you to
places near and far with a mix of marvels,
tales, and fables. Limited to 15 participants.
Free, no booking required. Suitable for all
ages but children must be accompanied by
a parent or guardian.

Music @ the Museum: Edel Meade
Jazz Trio

Edel Meade by Shervin Lainez

Friday 23 September, 7pm-7.45pm and
8.15pm-9pm
Edel Meade is one of Ireland’s most popular
jazz vocalists noted for her stunning voice and
mesmerising live performances. For this
special Culture Night appearance, Edel will
perform a timeless collection of jazz classics
with her trio. Relax, unwind and enjoy an
evening of swing music and songs from some
of Ireland’s finest jazz musicians in the atrium
of the museum. Free, no booking required.

Highlights Tour

Friday 23 September, 7.30pm and 8.30pm
Join one of our experienced tour guides for a
walk through the galleries to explore some of
the highlights and stories in the collection.
Limited to 15 participants. Free, no booking
required.
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Onsite Talk
From Solomon’s Library to the
Louvre: Genealogies of an Islamic
Magic-Medicinal Bowl

Professor Finbarr Barry Flood, Professor of the
Humanities at the Institute of Fine Arts and
Department of Art History, New York University
Monday 26 September, 3pm
Among the most enigmatic objects from the
medieval Islamic world are a class of metal
vessels known as magic-medicinal bowls.
Engravings on the bowls combine Qur’anic
verses, esoteric scripts, efficacious symbols,
and figurative imagery. The bowls were filled
with liquids which absorbed the force of the
engravings before being ingested or applied to
the body to cure a wide range of ailments and
illnesses. Blurring the boundaries between
medicine, magic, and piety, they combine a
range of ancient knowledge systems with more
specifically Islamic theories of prophylaxis
made available in object form. This lecture
focuses on what is perhaps the most
spectacular example of the genre, a silver inlaid
brass bowl, produced in Egypt or Syria in the
fourteenth century, now in the Musée du
Louvre. Professor Flood will outline the
complexities of this remarkable object and
discuss their implications.
Late Antique and Byzantine Series, School of Art
History and Cultural Policy, UCD

Find out more

September
Onsite and Online Talk
Dürer’s Enduring Vision: from Irish
Warriors to Great Whales
Wednesday 28 September, 6pm
Dr Hiram Morgan, University College Cork
and Professor Philip Hoare, University of
Southampton

Albrecht Dürer was not only the greatest
artist of the Northern Renaissance, but he
predicted the reach and futurity of art in our
own time. His unerring eye recorded Irish
warriors, rhinoceroses, and the big bang itself.
His vision ran from the Apocalypse to a lowly
bunch of weeds. Part visionary, part
technician, part dandy, and part psychological
enigma, Dürer may be the first artist to see
and behave in a modern way. In this illustrated
presentation, Hiram Morgan and Philip
Hoare—both deep aficionados of the artist’s
work—ask, what did Dürer really see? Hiram
will be looking at the artist’s depiction of
people in exotic dress and Philip at Dürer’s
representation of exotic animals. But was
Dürer’s art reportage or fantasy? And what
is his legacy for the twenty-first century?
Organised to mark the Dublin Festival
of History.
Hiram Morgan is an historian of Early Modern
Ireland and Europe at University College Cork.
He has authored/edited numerous
publications and is director of CELT (Corpus
of Electronic Texts of Ireland), the world’s
largest website for Irish Studies. In 2015 he
published Ireland 1518: Archduke Ferdinand’s
Visit to Kinsale and the Dürer Connection
which suggested a contemporary source for
the German master’s Irish drawing executed
three years later.
Philip Hoare is the author of nine works of
non-fiction, including Leviathan or, The Whale,
which won the 2009 BBC Samuel Johnson
Prize for non-fiction. His new book, Albert &
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Head of a Walrus by
Albrecht Dürer
© The Trustees of the
British Museum

the Whale (4th Estate), which deals with
Dürer’s life and art and love of nature, led the
New York Times to call the author a ‘forceful
weather system’ of his own. Philip is also
Professor of Creative Writing at the University
of Southampton, and co-curator, with
Angela Cockayne, of the digital projects:
mobydickbigread.com and
ancientmarinerbigread.com
Zoom registration here

Online In-Focus Tours

Discover some of the remarkable treasures
in the Chester Beatty Collections with these
online tours. Recorded by our museum
curators, conservators, and tour guides,
they provide in-depth insight into fascinating
objects and themes in the museum.
Please visit our website for further
information on these and previous tours.
Discover

Shop
here
This new Costumes Parisiens card pack
features stylish illustrations from the fashion
magazine Journal des Dames et des Modes 19121914, which celebrated French fashion and
culture during the glamorous early years of the
20th century. Each pack has 10 cards,
2 each of 5 designs.
Also new to the Chester Beatty Gift Shop is this
jigsaw puzzle featuring the artwork Solomon
listens to the animals and the birds, currently on
display in the Arts of the Books exhibition gallery.
These cute cards are made by Aisling from Little
Paper Mills, in Skerries, Co. Dublin. All are printed
on uncoated card with a brown envelope and
11

packed in a compostable bio-degradable plastic.
Lots of Irish language greeting cards are also
available.
Pick up a copy of Albert and the Whale by Philip
Hoare, which tells the fascinating story of how
Albrecht Dürer approached his art practice,
seeking out natural phenomenon to incorporate
into his artwork. The author will co-present a
talk about Albrecht Dürer as part of our public
programme and dublinfestivalofhistory.ie.
Available now in-store
and online.
www.shop.chesterbeatty.ie

October
Dublin City Culture Club – Onsite Tour
Medieval Christianity in the Chester
Beatty

Wednesday 5 October, 4.30pm
Richly decorated gospel books, privatelycommissioned psalters, and books of hours
are the focus of this tour with Brian O’Neill.
Join us at the Chester Beatty to explore
portraits of the Evangelists, inhabited initials,
canon tables and the messages they conveyed
to their users. Limited to 15 participants.
Free, booking required.

they undertook on the Account of the Deeds
of Zōga Shōnin.
Telling the story of the famously eccentric
monk Zōga (917–1003), these eighteenthcentury scrolls were conserved with generous
support from Japan’s Sumitomo Foundation.
Details of the tools, techniques and materials
used by Restorient in their treatment of the
Zōga Shōnin scrolls provide a fascinating
insight into the practices and traditions of
conservation. Organised to mark the Dublin
Festival of History.

Register here

Onsite and Online Talk
A Fish for a Sword? The Triumphant
Return of Zōga Shōnin
Wednesday 12 October, 6pm
Andrew Thompson and Sydney Thomson,
Restorient Studio, Leiden, Netherlands

How do museums look after the artworks in their
care? The return of an important pair of
Japanese handscrolls to the Chester Beatty
after extended conservation treatment overseas
gives us an opportunity to explore this highly
specialised field. For this talk, we welcome
conservators Andrew Thompson and Sydney
Thomson from Restorient studio in Leiden,
Netherlands, to find out more about the project
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Restorient is a Japanese painting conservation
studio in Leiden, The Netherlands, organised
and run by Andrew Thompson and Sydney
Thomson. In providing conservation services
for museums and private collectors in the
Netherlands and Europe, Restorient is firmly
committed to the care of Japanese paintings
held in collections outside Asia.
An optional tour of the display will be held
following the talk for onsite visitors.
Zoom registration here

Detail from Scroll 2 of the
Deeds of Zōga Shōnin
Japan, 1711
CBL J 1130.2

October
Open House
Dublin Tour
Clock Tower Building

Saturday 15 October,
10.15am and 11.15am
More than 22 years have passed since
the Chester Beatty moved from Shrewsbury
Road to Dublin Castle. Former OPW Assistant
Principal Architect, Angela Rolfe, worked on
several projects in Dublin Castle between
1981-2017, including the restoration and
extension to the historic Clock Tower Building
for the Chester Beatty. Angela will share
background context of the development and
restoration process for this unique project.
Join her for a behind-the-scenes tour of
the non-public rooms and facilities in the
restored former Clock Tower Building. Not
suitable for people with mobility issues. Limited
to 15 participants. Free, booking required.
Register here

Open House Junior
Inspirational Dublin Workshop
for Families

Saturday 15 October, 12 noon
Join artist Jen O’Brien and explore Dublin’s
architecture. During this workshop we will
explore our capital’s iconic buildings through
drawing, painting and collage. Limited to
20 participants. Free, booking required.
Register here

Open House Junior
Dublin in Black and White for Teens

Saturday 15 October, 2pm
Inspired by the fabulous bridges of Dublin
and our capital’s cityscape, join contemporary
artist Roxana Manouchehri for a collage
workshop exploring this beautiful city through
architecture, photography, and drawing.
Limited to 15 teens aged 12-17. Free, booking
required.

© OPW Library

Register here

Onsite Highlights Tours

Wednesdays at 5.30pm, Saturdays at 11am,
and Sundays at 3pm
Join one of our experienced tour guides for a
walk through the galleries to explore some
of the highlights and stories in the collection.
Limited to the first 15 participants. Free, no
booking required.
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Chester Beatty Museum Guide App

Download the Chester Beatty Museum
Guide app, with audio tours available in
13 languages: English, Irish, Dutch, French,
German, Italian, Polish, Spanish, Arabic,
Turkish, Cantonese, Mandarin, and Japanese.
Find out more and download

October
Onsite Wellbeing
Qigong at the Rooftop Garden

Saturday 15 October, 12 noon
Qigong is a traditional Chinese form of
meditation coordinating slow flowing
movement, deep rhythmic breathing, and a
calm state of mind. Join us for a gentle practice
outdoors (weather permitting) or indoors with
a view of the roof garden. Suitable for all ages.
Limited to 20 participants. Free, no booking
required.
Breathe

Drop-in Drawing
Georgian Motifs in Drawing and
Collage

Sunday 16 October, 1pm
Meet artist Roxana Manouchehri to explore
Georgian motifs through drawing and collage.
This relaxed and informal session is suitable
for teens and adults; all levels of experience
welcome. Organised to mark Dublin Festival of
History. Materials provided, but please feel free
to bring your own sketch book. Limited to
20 participants. Free, no booking required.

Draw

Online Activity
Mindful Yoga for Teens

Sunday 23 October, 12 noon
Let’s take a few moments to move slowly &
mindfully through some yoga poses as we allow
our busy minds to relax. We will take time and
notice our breathing and any sensations we can
feel in our bodies. This video was recorded to
celebrate Diwali, Indian festival that celebrates
inner light that protects from spiritual darkness.
Breathe
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Unprecendented impersonator
of spectres, Onoe Baikō (Kokon
mizō kufū no yūrei Onoe Baikō)
Utagawa Kunisada
Japan, 1838
CBL J 2604

Live Online Conversation On Art
A Journey to East Asia

Wednesday 26 October, 5.30pm
Join Heidi Campbell to explore our East Asian
Collections. For Halloween, this dementiainclusive experience will examine some spooky
images from China and Japan. Together we
will explore and consider three exquisite
and haunting pieces of art. This interactive
discussion is limited to 10 participants.
Free, booking required.

Register here

Calendar

Family Workshop

September-October 2022
Free public tours Wednesdays at 5.30pm,
Saturdays at 11am, and Sundays at 3pm

Teens
		 Free Talks & Tours
			

Workshops & Events

Find out more at: chesterbeatty.ie

September
Date

Time

Title

Wed 7

4.30pm

Dublin City Culture Club – Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri		 Tour

Event

Adv. bkg. Price
Yes

Free

Pg.
7

Thu 8

12 noon

Conversations on Art: Dementia-Friendly Tour		 Tour

Yes

Free

7

Sun 11 1-2.30pm

Drop-in Drawing Session		 Teens & Adults

No

Free

7

Sat 17

12 noon

Qigong at the Chester Beatty		 Activity

No

Free

7

Sat 17

2-4pm

Creative Lab for Teens: Art and Wellbeing		 Teens Workshop

Yes

Free

8

Fri 23

4.30-10pm

Culture Night at the Chester Beatty			

No

Free

8-9

Fri 23

4.30pm

Storytelling: Fables from Japan		 Storytelling

No

Free

8

Fri 23

5pm

Drop-in Origami Workshop		 Family Workshop

No

Free

8

Fri 23

5.30pm

Drop-in Sketchbook Workshop		 Family Workshop

No

Free

8

Fri 23

6.30pm

Gallery Tour for Families		 Tour

No

Free

9

Fri 23

7pm-7.45pm
and 8.15pm-9pm

Music@the Museum: Edel Meade Jazz Trio		 Performance

No

Free

9

Fri 23

7.30pm
and 8.30pm

Highlights Tour		 Tour

No

Free

9

Mon 26 3pm
		
		

From Solomon’s Library to the Louvre: Genealogies of		Talk
an Islamic Magic-Medicinal Bowl
Professor Finbarr Barry Flood

No

Free

9

Wed 28 6pm
		

Dürer’s Enduring Vision: from Irish Warriors to Great Whales		 Talk
Dr Hiram Morgan and Professor Philip Hoare

No

Free
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Title

Adv. bkg. Price

October
Date

Time

Event

Pg.

Wed 5 4.30pm
		

Dublin City Culture Club – Medieval Christianity in		 Tour
the Chester Beatty

Yes

Free

12

Wed 12 6pm
		

A Fish for a Sword? The Triumphant Return of Zōga Shōnin 		 Talk
Andrew Thompson and Sydney Thomson

No

Free

12

Sat 15

Open House Dublin – Clock Tower Building		 Tour

Yes

Free

13

Sat 15 12 noon
		

Open House Dublin – Inspirational Dublin		 Family Workshop
Workshop for Families

Yes

Free

13

Sat 15

2pm

Open House Dublin – Dublin in Black and White for Teens		 Teens Workshop

Yes

Free

13

Sat 15

12 noon

Qigong at the Chester Beatty		 Activity

No

Free

14

Drop-in Drawing Session: Georgian Motifs in		 Teens & Adults
Drawing and Collage

No

Free

14

Sun 23 12 noon

Mindful Yoga for Teens (Online only)		 Teens Activity

No

Free

14

Wed 26 5.30pm
		

Dementia-Friendly Conversation on Art: 		 Adults
A Journey to East Asia (Online only)

Yes

Free

14

10.15am
and 11.15am

Sun 16 1pm
		

15

Leave a
Legacy
Your legacy can help
preserve the collections
for future generations
If you would like to discuss leaving a gift
in your will to the Chester Beatty, we
would be delighted to hear from you
To learn more please visit our website:
Leave a Legacy
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Visitor Information
Admission to the Chester Beatty is FREE
and no pre-booking is required.

Suitable for individual visitors, families and
small groups (under 15 participants), these
informal tours provide a general introduction to
Chester Beatty’s exhibitions. Please book here.

Opening times
Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri, Sat 9.45am–5.30pm
Wed 9.45am–8pm
Sun 12 noon–5.30pm
Closed Mondays
Nov–Feb, Good Friday, 24-26 Dec & 1 Jan

Facilities
Silk Road Café
Gift & Book Shop
Audio tour in 13 languages
Audio-visual presentations
Roof Garden
Wheelchair access
Baby-changing facilities

To enhance your visit, download the Chester
Beatty app, with audio tours now available in
13 languages.
Free public tours take place every Wednesday
at 5:30pm and on Saturdays and Sundays
at 2pm.

Cover image:
Zōga admonished by his mother
Detail from Scroll 1 of the
Deeds of Zōga Shōnin
Japan, 1711
CBL J 1130.1 (detail)
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